
Gorean Vs. BDSM Slavery 
Consideration Gorean/ Old Guard (Master/kajira) BDSM/ TNG (M/s) 

Possessions/ Property kajira owns none. Slave likely to own and co-own whatever is negotiated. 

Free-time kajira has none unless instructed. Must be on command completely. Pre-negotiated and largely structured and guided by the Master. 

Safe Words No safe words. Limits based on trust, which is pre-determined by Master. 
Fundamental in training and play, but not used often or paramount as 

Master reads slave through personal experience. 

Gender Rigidity Strong. Males= Masters, Females = kajira. 
Loose. Switches, homosexuals, gender varieties, and unconventional 

paring accepted and sometimes encouraged. 

Nature 
Paramount. One must live in cooperation with Nature and not harm the 

earth or natural resources. 
May be a consideration. Not paramount and may be pre-negotiated. 

Duration 
Could be infinite for perfect kajira. Often discarded after Master looses 

interest. 
Pre-negotiated. Can vary depending on intention of service term. 

Contracts 
Not mutually negotiated. More of a declaration of expectations of kajira to 

Master. 
Paramount. Often pre-negotiated and terms/timeframes and checks and 

balances put in place. 

Consent 
Not a consideration. True slaves/ kajira are expected to want nothing but to 

please Master. 

Paramount. Casual at first, followed by SSC (Safe Sane Consensual), 
which may develop into RACK (Risk Aware Consensual Kink), Edge or 

B.E.S.T. Slave training. 

Collars Common. A way to denote ownership of a slave. 
Common. A way to denote ownership of a slave. Some may have an 

“everyday” and permanent collar. 

Ownership Absolute. Body, Mind, Heart, and Soul for as long as Master desires. 
Absolute yet conditional. Body, Mind, Heart, and Soul for as long as is 

desired by both parties. 

Requested Release 
Master has absolute say. slave may beg, but it is still Masters absolute 

decision. 
Often a pre-negotiated consideration. Steps written into contract are 

followed. 

Sex Master sets absolute expectations. Often just part of being slave. Optional. Pre-negotiated. 

Scenes/ Play 
Not a consideration. Role-playing is not possible. You are or are not 

Master/slave. 
The focal point. Play/scenes become a functional and mutually 

gratifying 24/7 lifestyle. 

Impact/Punishment Impact is only for punishment. When they are displeased with kajira. 
Impact is reserved solely for play. Punishments are rarely focused on 

impact, they are more grounded in non-physical severe displeasure yet 
pre-negotiated in contract. 

Bondage For practical applications only. To restrict or punish kajira. 
Primarily for play-purposes that are mutually gratifying. Can also be for 

practical applications or punishment. 

Core Responsibility To care for nothing but the Masters needs and happiness unconditionally. 
Through caring for the Masters needs and following Masters teachings, 

slave is tending to her long-term health and care. 

Personal Goals 
Not a consideration. kajira must only wish to please Master at all times 

without question or other considerations. 
Paramount. Master often uses power exchange as a tool to help slave 

actualize her life-goals. 

Safety Considerations 
Whatever is reasonable to the Master. Can vary depending on how much 

Master wishes to keep kajira around. 
Paramount. If pre-negotiated can extend to whatever Master feels is 

applicable. 

Pleasing “Free 
Persons” 

kajira are expected to please all “Free Persons” without question. Expected 
by Master. 

“Free Persons” or the equivalent must be consented by Master and are 
often pre-negotiated. 

Family Bonds 
Unnecessary. slave is property, and no personal considerations are given 

unless granted. 
Paramount. Familial as well as extended family ties are often a 

consideration for the emotional well-being of slave. 

Origin 
A series of Science Fiction novels written by John Norman. Devout 

following on online communities, rarely practiced in Real Life. 
Mostly intuitive, but often sparked by fiction and non-fiction works such 

as those by John Norman, Robert Heinlein etc. 

Real Life 24/7 
Application 

Not safe or recommended by the Founder. 
Can be done if pre-negotiated and the correct checks & balances are put 

in place. 

Resources: http://everything2.com/title/Gorean+Lifestyle, http://www.housemalkinius.com/zwgorbdsm.html, http://www.goreanliving.com/slavery.php,, 

http://www.goreanliving.com/gorean.html, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gorean, http://gorchronicles.com/modules/tinycontent/?id=1, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kajira, 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/BDSM  
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